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EXECUTION OF CONTRACTS IN THE FACE 

OF MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS AND 

PHYSICAL DISTANCING: THE POSITION 

OF NIGERIAN LAW  

 

1.0 Introduction 
  

It is no longer news that the current COVID-19 

pandemic ravaging the world has created a 
“new normal” in doing business in Nigeria and 

indeed the whole world, following the enactment 
of new laws and executive orders for the 

enforcement of movement restriction, lockdown 

and social/physical distancing in order to curb 
the continued spread of the dreaded pandemic. 

In light of the current realities in the world and 
in Nigeria, and to ensure continuity of 

commercial activities, business owners, private 
and public enterprises and government agencies 

have resorted to the use of technology in 

conducting business meetings and even in the 
execution of contractual documents.  
 

However, the question that agitates the minds 

of all and sundry is whether there exists 
adequate protection under Nigerian law for 

contracts and documents, and other businesses 
negotiated and executed with the aid of modern 

technology and/or electronically without the 

parties meeting physically to negotiate and 
ultimately execute those contracts. This article 

will attempt to discuss the various issues that 
have been thrown up by what is now termed the 

“new normal” vis-à-vis the current position of 

Nigerian law. 
 

2.0 Formation/Formalities of an Electronic 

Contract 
 

Generally, under Nigerian law, a contract may 

be created electronically by online 
communications and electronic data 

interchange, and the electronic record of that 
transaction satisfies any legal requirement that a 

contract be "in writing.” As the Court succinctly 
puts it in U.B.N. Plc. v. Ogunsiji; “It is 
elementary law that a contract may be 

demonstrated by the conduct of the parties as 
well as by their words and deeds or by the 
documents that have passed between them.”1 
The Evidence Act 2011, in fact, defines 

"document" admissible under it "to include any 
device by means of which information is 

recorded, stored or retrievable including 
computer output.”2 Therefore, once the basic 

elements of a contract -offer, acceptance, 

consideration, capacity to contract and intention 
to create legal obligation3 - are evident in the 

record of an online transaction, such qualifies as 
an electronic contract enforceable under 

Nigerian law. 
 

2.1 Execution of Online Contracts – 
Electronic/Digital Signatures 

 

As can be seen above, parties are generally free 

to form and execute contracts electronically in 
Nigeria. Documents executed electronically 

satisfy the requirements of a properly signed 

document under the Evidence Act and so 
escapes the worthlessness usually attached to 

unsigned documents.4 The Act provides that 
"where a rule of evidence requires a signature or 

provides for certain consequences if a document 

is not signed; an electronic signature satisfies 
that rule of law or avoids those consequences."5 

As such, once an electronic contract has been 
electronically signed by way of, for example, 

Docusign, Adobesign etc., it becomes as valid 

and enforceable as a paper document physically 
signed.6 In furtherance of this position, the 

Cybercrimes Act 2015 provides that electronic 
signatures in respect of purchases of goods and 

any other transactions are valid and binding7 
and that the burden of proof of invalidity of an 

electronic signature is on the contender.8 
 

2.2 Evidential Issues/Admissibility of   
Electronic Contracts in Evidence 

 

In case of a breach or any dispute as to the 

terms and conditions of an electronic contract 

entered into between parties, recourse can be 
conveniently had to the courts for adjudication.  
 

Even before the enactment of the Evidence Act 

2011 and the Cybercrimes Act 2015, Nigerian 
courts have very well recognized the 

admissibility in evidence of electronic data in 
proceedings before the courts. This approach 

was given judicial stamp of authority in the case 

of Esso West Africa Inc. v. T. OyegboIa 9 
decided as far back as 1969, where the Court 

took the position that "the law cannot be and is 
not ignorant of the modern business methods 
and must not shut its eyes to the mysteries of 
the computer." See also Anyaebosi & Ors v. R.  
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T. Briscoe Nig. Ltd10 and IJBA Plc v. Sani Abacha 
Foundation for Peace and Unity.11 Therefore, in 
the event of a dispute or a breach of an 

electronic agreement, the computer printout of 

the content of the electronic contract – 
commonly known as “computer-generated 

evidence” - can be tendered in Court or in any 
alternative dispute resolution forum as proof of 

the agreement between the parties.  
 

The Court will, however, require that those 
electronic documents sought to be tendered 

pass the admissibility tests.12 

 

3.0 Contracts already concluded physically 
but not executed before lockdown? 

 

There may be situations where parties have 

concluded negotiation of contracts but have not 
been able to physically execute the contract 

documents before the lockdown and restriction 

of movement was enforced. In such a case, the 
parties can improvise with the proto-

conventional means of signing, scanning and 
sending for the other parties’ signature which is 

midway between traditional physical execution 

and electronic execution - it is still as valid as 
physically signing. The rationale for this position 

is the provision of the Evidence Act that a signed 
copy of an agreement shall be primary evidence 

in favour of the person who has signed it and 
secondary to the one who has not.13 Therefore, 

once signed, scanned and sent to the 

counterparty, the scanned copy sent becomes 
for them secondary evidence of the original 

primary evidence of the agreement still in the 
possession of the sender and signed by them.14 

More so, the Evidence Act also provides that 

copies of originals made by mechanical or 
electronic process which ensures the accuracy of 

the original are admissible as secondary 
evidence of that original.15 Therefore, the 

agreement that was signed, scanned and sent 

will be primary evidence in favour of the sender 
but the scanned copy sent to the counterparty 

will be secondary evidence in their own favour.16 
When counter-signed, scanned and returned by 

the counterparty, that copy (now signed by both 
parties) becomes on behalf and in favour of 

both parties, a secondary evidence of the copy 

(primary evidence) only signed by the original 

sender.  
 

Even more so, where the basic elements of a 
contract as explained in (2.0) above are present, 

those contracts are legally enforceable despite 
the fact that they have not been signed by 

either party and even if they end up not being 

signed by both parties.17 The Supreme Court of 
Nigeria has held that an unsigned agreement is 

valid and binding where such an agreement and 
intention to be bound by it are not in doubt; 

there is no contrary statutory provisions18 and 

the signing of the agreement itself was not a 
condition for the existence of the agreement.19 

This is because there is generally no specific 
form in which a contract may be entered into 

under Nigerian law. As explained above, a 

contract may be demonstrated by the conduct of 
the parties as well as by their words and deeds 

or by the documents that have passed between 
them.20 Thus, a contract may be entered into 

either orally, in writing or indeed by conduct.21 
See for example section 3 of Lagos State 

Arbitration Law on what constitute an arbitration 

agreement. Consequently, the Court will infer 
the existence of a contract if, from the 

interaction and conduct of the parties, they have 
shown an intention to be bound by a contract 

the terms of which are clearly ascertainable or 

contained in a document. In this instance, 
therefore, the existing negotiated contracts may 

still be binding on the counterparty irrespective 
of the fact that it has not been signed by them. 
 

4.0 Conclusion 
 

Although the coronavirus pandemic had 

seemingly threatened to put an abrupt stop to 
all human activities during its ravenous reign, 

Nigerian law, as has been aptly summarised 
above has adequate provisions to cater to the 

needs of (existing and prospective) contractual 

parties amidst the lockdown and movement 
restriction. Parties can legally enter into and 

execute their contracts electronically and 
remotely. And contracts entered into but not yet 

physically executed before lockdown and 

restriction on movement may also be executed 
remotely under the relevant provisions of the 

law or may nevertheless be valid and 
enforceable at law even if they remained 

unsigned provided that they meet the basic 

requirements of a contract under Nigerian law. 
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Kindly forward your comments to 

info@kmo.legal 

-Stay Safe- 
-Take Responsibility- 
-We Care-  
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